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ABSTRACT 

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), a common tool used to 
measure efficiency, is unable to provide an accurate effi-
ciency score when there are uncertainties in the data.  This 
paper aims to address the problem, that if the users need to 
collect data to measure the efficiency and if data collection 
is expensive, how can the users allocate the resources intel-
ligently in data collection in order to obtain a better esti-
mate for the efficiency score. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) is a mathematical pro-
gramming approach developed by Charnes et al. (1978) to 
measure efficiency for decision-making units (DMUs) with 
multiple inputs and multiple outputs. A main advantage of 
DEA is that it does not require any prior assumptions on 
the underlying functional relationships between the inputs 
and outputs (Cooper et al., 2006).   

DEA is a data-driven approach which requires the es-
timation of the inputs/outputs data. An early criticism of 
DEA is that the data has to be deterministic. One of the 
earliest efforts in response to this was the development of 
chance-constrained programming (CCP) approach to ac-
commodate stochastic variations in data (Chances and 
Cooper, 1963).  Extensive study on DEA using CCP has 
been carried out by Sengupta (1982, 1987, 1988, 1989, 
1995) in which, one prominent feature is to incorporate the 
stochastic variables and then reformulate the stochastic 
model into a deterministic equivalent.    Wong et al. 
(2008) recently suggested an alternative method to handle 
uncertainties in data, whereby they utilized Monte Carlo to 
estimate the distribution for the data and the efficiency. 
While all these earlier researches do offer important treat-
ment of DEA in the presence of variations in the data, it 
does not provide a useful answer to the question:  Is the ef-
ficiency measured using this way accurate and how can we 

get an accurate efficiency when there are variations in the 
data? This paper aims at answering this question.  

The remainder of the paper is organized in the follow-
ing manner. Section 2 provides the problem definition. We 
describe the solution approach in Section 3. In Section 4, 
we will provide the numerical results. Finally we conclude 
the paper in Section 5.  

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Let S be the set of inputs and R the set of outputs, where S 
and R are disjoint sets (S ∩ R = ∅).  Also denote K is the 
set of combined inputs/outputs; i.e., K = S ∪ R.   J is the 
set of DMUs. Let XD = (xkj)k ∈ K; j ∈ J, where xkj represents k-
th input/output for DMU j.  If k ∈ S, then xkj is an input; 
otherwise if k ∈ R, then xkj is an output. Given that XD is 
the matrix for the initial data of the inputs/outputs, the effi-
ciency score for DMU j0 denoted by θ(XD) can be com-
puted using (1).  
DEA model (adapted from Cooper et al., 2006) 

θ(XD)  = min  θ 

s.t. 
oj sj sj

j J

x x s Sλ θ
∈

≤ ∈  
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The λj’s are the weights (decision variables) of the in-
puts/outputs that optimize the efficiency score of DMU j0.  
Model (1) attempts to proportionally contract DMUj0’s in-
puts as much as possible while not decreasing its current 
level of outputs. Hence, the efficiency score will be equal 
to one if a DMU is efficient and less than one if a DMU is 
inefficient. 
 In the deterministic model i.e. when the true values of 
the input/output are known, the efficiency score can be eas-
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ily calculated from (1) as a discrete a value. However, in 
actual application, i.e. when the environment is stochastic, 
the true values maybe unknown. Without loss of general-
ity, if the inputs/outputs values that the users interested in 
are the true mean of the data, in order to use the same DEA 
model to estimate the efficiency, the users have to collect 
some data and then use the sample mean to replace the true 
mean. For instances, for cycle time, users have to collect a 
few data and use the sample mean to represent its true 
mean. The limitation of this method is that the sample 
mean is not the true mean unless the users have collected 
infinite amount of data; if there are only a few data col-
lected, the sample means may be very different from the 
true mean, hence the efficiency score will not be accurate.  
 An alternative way to tackle this issue is based on the 
data collected, derive the belief (distribution) for the true 
mean for the stochastic inputs/outputs variables using 
Bayesian framework. Then, using the distribution of these 
inputs/outputs, we can estimate the distribution of the effi-
ciency scores.  This is called the Monte Carlo DEA ap-
proach. Interested readers may refer to Wong et al.(2008) 
for detailed implementation of the approach. In reality, 
when data collection is expensive, any attempt to collect 
data often raises one question. How should we allocate the 
budget - how many data should we collect for each in-
put/output?  If we naively allocate the data collection effort 
fairly, the efficiency estimated might not be accurate.  
Hence, it is important to know how to allocate our budget 
for data collection in order to get a better estimate for the 
efficiency. This question is similar to the question asked in 
the optimal computing budget allocation (OCBA) problem 
(see Chen et al. 2000), in the sense that OCBA is interested 
to assign different computing budgets to different designs 
so as to maximize the probability of correct selection, 
while in this problem we need to assign data collection 
budget to different inputs and outputs so as to maximize 
the accuracy of the efficiency prediction. 

To formulate the data collection budget allocation 
problem (DCBA), we first need to define the objective of 
the problem. In this paper we use mean square error (MSE) 
which is defined as follows as the measure of accuracy for 
the efficiency. 

   2( )DMSE E θ θ= −      (2) 

whereθ is the belief towards where the true efficiency lies 
and Dθ is the efficiency calculated from the initial data col-

lected. Note that we use θ(XD) from (1) to represent Dθ . 
The problem statement which we aim to solve in this paper 
is if we can only collect limited additional data, how do we 
distribute our efforts in collecting data so that we can get a 
better prediction of the efficiency.  Assume we have col-
lected some initial data for all the inputs/outputs and let X  
be the matrix of their sample averages, we will determine 
the data collection scheme (or allocation design) so as to 
minimize the MSE of efficiency score subject to a limited 

budget for additional samples, denoted by N.  The alloca-

tion design is given by [ ]k k Kn ∈=n , where nk represents 

the number of additional data collected for input/output k.  
Hence, the mathematical model for our research problem is 
as shown below.  

Problem DCBA 
2min ( ) ( ( ) ( ))

s.t. k
k K

F E

n N

θ θ

∈

′= −

=

n X X
    (3) 

The objective function F(n) is defined as the MSE of the 
efficiency score for allocation design n where X′ is the be-
lief of the inputs/outputs after additional data are collected 
following the allocation design n.  Note that θ(X) is the ef-

ficiency score computed using Model 1. ( )θ ′X  represents 
the belief  for the true efficiency.  The above model cannot 

be solved directly because the distribution for ( )θ ′X  is 

unknown. In order to estimate F(n), we need to derive ′X  

using Bayesian framework.  Let [ ]k k Kx ∈′ ′=X  and kx′ is a 

random variable. Under the Bayesian model, the belief for 
the unknown true value/mean of the input/output k denoted 
by μk is treated as a random variable and has a prior distri-
bution which describes the knowledge or the subjective be-
lief about μk before any sampling. The posterior distribu-
tion is updated after observed the 
samples ˆ{ ( ) 1 }k okx t ,t ,...,n= . Note that nok = total number of 

samples, ˆ ( )kx t  = the t-th sample of the performance meas-

ure. Similar to Chen et al. (2000), we assume that the μk 
has a conjugate normal prior distribution and consider non-
informative prior distribution which implies that no prior 
knowledge is available about the performance of any de-
sign before conducting simulation. In that case, DeGroot 
(1970) shows that the posterior distribution of μk is

 
2,

~ k
k k
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x N x
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1
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mean of the observations and  2
kσ   is the true variance 

which can be approximated by the sample vari-

ance ( )
2
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1
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. Based on the approxima-

tions made in Chen et al. (1997), when sample size in-
creases, kx  and 2

kσ  do not change and if additional nk 

samples are collected, the predicted posterior distribution 

for μk can be approximated by 
2

~ , k
k k

ok k

x N x
n n

σ′
+

.  Af-

ter quantifying ′X , we can then estimate the distribution of 
the efficiency score through Monte Carlo method. Hence, 
we are able to estimate F given a value of n as shown in 
(4) below. 
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2
[ ]

1

1 ˆ( ) ( ( ) ( ))
M

i
i

F n
M

θ θ
=

≈ −X X       (4) 

where [ ]
ˆ

iX  is the realization of the inputs/outputs ′X  in 

the replication i of the Monte Carlo run for allocation de-
sign n and M is the number of random data set. 
Remarks: As a start, we focus on one DMU, i.e. θ is only 
for the DMU that we are interested in. The model can be 
generalized to all DMUs as well. Next, we present methods 
to solve it.  

3 SOLUTION APPROACH 

As there is no close form to compute F(n), we need to es-
timate the F(n) using Monte Carlo sampling. We can treat 
this problem as a simulation optimization problem. In this 
paper, we will use Genetic Algorithm (GA) to search the 
different allocation rules, n, while OCBA-m to allocate the 
Monte Carlo sample in estimating F(n). 
GA works with a finite population, which evolves from 
one generation to the next, governed by the principles of 
natural selection and survival of the fittest among the indi-
viduals. Each generation consists of a population of chro-
mosomes representing the possible solutions. Based on a 
random generated initial population, at every generation, 
GA evaluates the chromosomes and ranks them according 
to their fitness. The fitter chromosomes are selected to 
generate new offsprings by recombination and mutation 
operators. This evaluation-selection-reproduction cycle is 
repeated until a satisfactory solution is found.   

Without loss of generality, we let the set of in-
puts/outputs K = {1, …, D}. We then use an array of inte-
gers to represent a solution or a chromosome as illustrated 
in Figure 1. We add the conditions for the chromosome in 
such a way that the sum of the integers equal to the budget, 

i.e. k
k K

n N
∈

= . 

 

n1 n2 … nD 

Figure 1: A chromosome representation 
As we aim to balance towards more ‘exploitation’ and less 
‘exploration’, we use ‘tournament selection’ whereby we 
randomly select some number of parents from the genera-
tion to form a tournament (sub-population) and then select 
the individual with the best fitness in this sub-population, 
effectively winning the tournament. We repeat the process 
several times until the required number of winners is cho-
sen. The reproduction of two offsprings is obtained by a 
two-position crossover on two parents where the two posi-
tions are generated randomly. Note that if the offsprings 
are not feasible we will repair them. Each offspring is then 
assigned a small probability of mutation to create more di-
versification to the solutions.  

OCBA-m is used to determine the number of samples 
to be assigned to each solution to estimate its fitness. The 

details of OCBA-m algorithm can be found in Chen et al. 
(2008). 

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The results obtained from the GA method will be com-
pared against the ‘uniform’ allocation method where the 
data collection budget is equally allocate. Experiments are 
performed using the data sets and the supply chain model 
from Wong et al. (2008). The inputs/outputs which are 
considered to be stochastic are determined based on sensi-
tivity analysis, i.e. starting from the most influential till the 
least influential on the efficiency. Note that D represents 
the total number of stochastic inputs/outputs.  

Table 1:  Comparison of N and savings  

D MSE GA Uniform Savings 

5 0.12694 30 120 4.00 

5 0.07080 60 425 7.08 

5 0.06503 90 695 7.72 

10 5.98E-03 30 1570 52.33 

10 3.30E-03 60 3560 59.33 

10 2.31E-03 90 4930 54.78 
 
 The results showed that the savings can be very sig-
nificant, which is as high as 50 times.  Moreover, the sav-
ing increases when the size of the problem increases.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we provided an approach on how to distrib-
ute the data collection budget so as to get a better estimate 
for the efficiency score in the circumstances when there are 
uncertainties or variations in the data. The results show that 
saving from allocating the budget intelligently can be very 
significant.  

Some of the future research includes how to find better 
way in solving the DCBA problem. 
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